1. Carlos vive en __________________________. Es __________________________.
2. Ramón vive en __________________________. Es __________________________.
3. Mercedes vive en __________________________. Es __________________________.
4. Juan vive en __________________________. Es __________________________.
5. Pedro vive en __________________________. Es __________________________.
6. Raquel vive en __________________________. Es __________________________.

Actividad C. El secreto
At the family conference called by don Fernando, the patriarch revealed the information contained in the letter he received from Spain. Which of the following possibilities does he suggest? ¡OJO! There may be more than one right answer.

___ Don Fernando tiene otra hacienda.
___ Don Fernando tiene otra esposa.
___ Don Fernando tiene otro hermano.
___ Don Fernando tiene otro hijo.

Nota cultural: Las familias hispánicas
It is more typical of Hispanic families for many members of the extended family (all of the relatives, not just the immediate family) to live under the same roof. Widowed grandparents and unmarried aunts and uncles, in particular, may stay in the family home. Unmarried children tend to live with their parents much longer, in some cases for their whole lives. As is the case with Ramón, even married family members may still live under the same roof as their parents. This custom is changing somewhat in modern Hispanic society, especially in urban areas.

Regardless of whether it is a cause or a result of these living arrangements, there is a certain closeness in Hispanic families. How does this compare with your own experience?

Intercambio
This repeating section is a lesson-culminating activity that will allow you to speak more in depth about the video story line, its characters, your classmates, and yourself.

In this activity you will try to get members of the class to guess which Destinos characters you are talking about. Try to stump your classmates!